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INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PLANS d DUTCH SPECIAL EDUCATION

1. THE CARE FOR PUPILS HAVING DIFFItULTIES

Ch'ildren with serious handiCaps

cally handicipped) who may be e

lar education visit schools-for
. .

selection of a particular type

cap. There are 7 types of scho

the sensory, mentally and physi

having learning problems,

(i.e. deafness, blindness,. mentally or physi-

pected beforehand to he unable to attend regu-

special education inthe age of 4-6 years. The

f school depends on the nature of the handi-

1 belonging to four main groups: schOols for

ally handicapped, and schools for children

A vast majority of pupils, howe e , attend regular schools. But in Course of %4

time it becomes obvious-that,Ai number of them ekperiences difficulties'in re- il

,

e

gular education. On account Of'their performance they can be classified as

*411ures. Regular education re cts to this group of ,pupils by giying them.some

4,additional assistance during V hoolhours, by offering a few hours of remedial

leaching, or by'holding them 15 ck a grade (HUistra, 1980). If learning pro-

blems cannot be solved or dimilished, the. pupil can be referred to special

education. The pupils concert/0d are slightly deficient in intelligence (edu-

cable mentally,retarded), are

disabled), or they have minor

principle applies that the nat

rimarily or secondarily-disturbed (learning

hysical or sensory handicaps. Here, too, the

re of the pupil's problems determines the se-

lection of the type of schot51 ior special education.

The school which the ?lupil has been referred to, subjects hiM/her to an en-

trance test which is compulsory by law. This test consists of a psychological,

an educational/instructional, and a (para-)medical part. This entrance test

establishes whether the referred pupil meets the criterion for admission; it

is actually an assessment aimed at placement decisions. If the pupil concerned

meets the criterion, he is admitted to theschool for special education. If he

does not meet this criterion, he is referredto a different t'pe of school for

:special education, or referred back to regUlar education.

This procedure shows us that there is a strict separation between regular and

special education, being two completely separate educational systems. Hybrids

of regular and special education, a great variety of which have been realized

in the United States under the mainstream philosophy, are lite rare in the

Netherlands. But closirig the gap between regular an4001pecial edUcation is an

1
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important issue in an educational innovation process (I.C..,1977). So far,

little progress has been made in closing this gap (Blaauboer, 1982).\

The essence of the, innovation procnss in regular education is the realisation

of a far-reaching Individualization and differentiation in teaching. The con-
,

' sequences of individualized and differentiated teaching are that pupils will

be labelled less.easily as slow learners, or as intractable or stupid, and

consequently will be referred to special education less quickly. It is expec

ted that; in .due course, it will be possible to retain many pupils in iegglar

education, who, at present, are stial referred to special education. This ob-

jective is known as the extension of educational service, and its main purpose

is the'prevention of placement in special education, rather than bridging the

gap between regular and special education an issue in mainstreaming. ,

The intended changes in regular education will-also affect special education.

In the future, a great number of the pupils who are slightly deficient in in-

telligence; the children with learning difficulties and those,with minor phy-

sicalgnd sensory handicaps will stay in regular education. We expect the po-

pulation of special education to be, on average, more seriously handicapped.

This prospect makes it even more necessary to solve a number of problems pre-

sently experienced in special education. With the governmental publication

'Special Education', pnblished in 1937, an impulse was given to the internal

innovation hf'special education,'

1

2. PROBLEMS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
/

The internal innovation of special education has as its object to solve a num-

ber of koblems, encountered in education, problems most strongly felt by tea-

chers. These-problems may_perhaps best be illustrated by, following a new-

Dy-admitted pupil. When a pupil has been admitted to,a school for special

education, he is placed in a class. At that time,' the class teacher knows
. .

hardly anything about the new pupil. The nnly information which is available

are the assessment data which were collected during the entrance test. In this

entrance test the underlying question was selective: does this pupil meet.the

requirements for admission?

Assessment, aimed at obtaining selective dccsions, dons not normally yiel

itfmuch infqrmation which can be of use in teaching (Schenk, 1980; Pawlik, 19, ;

Krapp, 1982). This is the first problemian often.missing diagnostic/instruc-

tional link. I

2 4



fn teachin

progress

'ses are give d

laid down;t ere

luations haven. be

ratter. The seco

This second problem

lack of teacher's train
)

non have hardly any more

the new pupil,one of the existing courses is used. If learning

slows the subject matter is repeated once'cMore; Rome extra exerci-

different course is tried, No goals have been

considered selection of a certain course,Hp-eva-

; the instruction, has a strong trial and error cha-

the lack of a systematic approach in teaching.

due to the teacher's training; or rather, to the

large proportion'of\teachers in special educa-

ooling that their colleagues in regular educa-
_

tion. The third problem: _genet

Our new pupil has not oni to do w

instance the speech they ..st and th

take the teacher's instr *on into a'

I lack of properly trained teachers.

th the teacher at school, but 'alscrwith for
)

fysio-therapist. Their therapies do not

count. The fourth problem:.expets at

cross-purposes.

Inthe class in which the new pupil is placed, there will be pupils with simi-

lar handicaps.or learning problems. Even so, it has become clear again and

again that the similar labels for different children are no guarantee that'

their educational needs are identical. At the same time it has become evident

that the same instructional approach can be equally successful with children

who have different handicaps. The fifth problem: a medial subdivision into

schooltypes which is hardly relevant for instruction.

The new pupil enters the special school with a learning backwardness: Because

of all the extra attention given by yher expert's, because of a lack of time-

presure (no final goals) and because of the pupil's learning problem, his

learning backwardness, as compared to his fellows in regular education, will

gradually become larger. His chances of ever returning tp regular education

will, therefore, become gradually smaller. The sixth problem: the small number

ofilkupils who are referred back to regulaNeeducation.

In the preceeding we have painted a somewhat unfavourable picture of special

education in order to bring out the:six problems..The problems were insuffi-

cient diagnostic /instructional link, lack of structure in teaching, insuffi-

cient schooling, expe is at cross-purposei, an out-dated subdivision of' .

schooltypes, and, Cnally, insufficient return to regular education.



3. SPECIAL EDUCATION' POLICY

These problems in special edvation have in common the question how the tea,

ching of children with learning problemstshould be organized. In'speci edu
cation teachers have been working for a long time on the assumption that a

description of the kind and seriousness of the pupil's handicap would be 4

azfficient guarantee for proper treatment. In this philosophy the tre tment of

the pupil follows rather directly from diagnosed handicap (label equals place
)

ment). The validity of this notion has been doubted for some rime now. he

help which pupils need is not only determined by the kind and seriousness of

the handicap, or: not all pupils with a certain handicap are in need of the

same kind, of help. An approach in special education is advocated in which the

actual need for help is stressed (see, among others, Rispens, 1980), and in

which the handicap is less a determining factor for educational/instructional

actions. The consequence of this is, that it is necessary to determine the

most effective way to help each individual pupil. After this a plan for treat
4

ment is drawn up, which is based on a careful formulation of the child's need

for help(Kok, 1977). This procedure is desc 'bed as working with individual

educational plans.

In a statement of policy of the Miriistry of Education (Concept Plan of Activi

ties, 19.77), an individual edhcational plan is described as a framework for a

systematic approach through which the child's development can be stimulated in

a positive sense and which takes the child's requirements for belp as its

starting point.

A more concrete definition of this plan was given by De Ruyter (1978): an in

ividual educational plan is a written report which contains directives on the

goars,'methods and curriculums of special instruction to a child or a small

group of children, while taking the ivdividual's or the group's requirements

for help as its starting point. It aiso mentions the points in time when the

educational goals should be realized, according to expectations.

In this definition the plan is thought ofas a, document with a certain content..:
.

It is, however, of vital importance that the purpose of the IEP pioces is-not

'only to produce a document, but also to use the plan in teaching. 1,

.

'Thus, two points of emphasis can be pointed out'in working ,with IErs: drawing
o

up d plan on the entry of a new pupil in school or in clss, and teaching on

t )

the basis f this plan, with continual feedba5,k to the plan itself. Elsewhere
o .

we describe the two separate elements as the initial planning and as

planbased teaching. (Piji, 1981).

1



The initial planning can be looked upon as a time restricted self-contained

pfoces.
.

Shortly after a new pupil has made his entryin c,ilass; the teacholldraws up an'

instructional plan for ,this pupil, in collaboration with others (the head tea-

cher of the school, the psychologist, the remedial teacher, the speech thera-

. pist, etc.). In drawing up the plan the data available about the pupil are

used (the entrance test, a report of the previous school,' a report of test

placement, etc.) and the sitt1ZCrah in class is taken into account (level, tea-
,

Ching materiae, additions help, etc.). On the basis of the IEP, leaching can

be effectuated.

Plan-based teaching, which follows on the initial planning, has more the cha-
+,..

racer of a cyclic process: the instruction is:guided by the plan, and the
.

. . teaching experiehces,,are fedbaqk to the plan. Ultimately at the first evalua-

tion provided for in theplan teaching is reconsidered. If t-1-;e proceeds are
i --.. ,

.

according to plan, the general-outline can be maintained. If not, a number of
.Z .

major or mar 'changes.will be introduced into, the plan."Naturally, a new eva-

luation of the educational approachwifl be included in the plan. A.charac.te-
.

ristic of that situation is, bOefly, a growing and shifting plan. Growing

because of a constant new supply of feedback experiences, and shifting it a

way that the optimum course of action is determined anew whenever this is

found necessary.

Summing up: the essential element in working .with IEP's is not-the fact

itself that a plan is drawn once, but the instruction on the' -bails of an
4

individual educational.pfan with continual feedback to the plan.

,-

The function of the IEP in teaching; as described above, makes clear ,what the

content 'of the plan.should be. An IEP is a plan for teaching a particular

pupil. In this plan a description is given of the content of the teacHer's

. instruction, in view of the special needs of the pupil. Therefore, the'content

.of to plan is, -inly concerned with the teacher's plann d Actions. In a

great nuinber f schools for spedial education it is impossible,to characterize

teachers' actions solely as actions aimed at teaching. Apart from this,
40

instructional aspect, it is possible to distinguish an educational aspect

(concerned with emotional and behavioral aspects) and'an aspect which aims at

the ave opment of certain functions (physical, sensory; etc.) (see, among

.othei, Vap Weelden, 1980). In dealing with a pupil the emphasis put on each
J

1

of these adpects depends on the pupil's, requirements for help.,Since the ulti-

mate planning and performance of duties in,special education is the teacher's

ff

'f/
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task "(also see Van der Leij, 1980, it is to be expectedEhat especially the.

instructional, and to a lesser extent, the educatiOnal aspects of their ac-

tiOns will be included in the TEP After all the teacher's training, experien-
.

ce and Interests are diFected teWardg these fieLds. The planning of the funt-,

tion developmental aspects (suChias-fine motor develOpment)':is mainly'the task

of the (para-)medical-staff in special education, and teachers are requested
60

to take over and support'this planning.
,

,

TheeCotent of die IEP can nobe described-as ilstrtictional and/or educatio-

nal activities planned by the teacher; aimingat the realisation'of certain

educational achievements in thpupil.

4'

So far, we haVe discussed the principle behind working with.IEP's, the TEP's 6

as initial pled and as plan based teaching, as well as'the content of the plan...

In the innovation policy; the introduction-of IEP-guided teaching isalso re-

garded as a device to realize changes connected with the IEP. These'effects of

working with'IErs may solve a major part of the discussed' problems in special

education, such as the missing diagnostic/instructional link, - the lack of a

systematic approach in teaching; - the insufficient schooling of the teachers

and the experts at cross-purposes. As input when drawing-up plans the tea-
4

cher uses the La collected in the. - 'entrance test, the information obtained

from the ordinary, everyday assessment of prOgress)ndfrom the regular eva-

luation of teaching and learning processes. From these asses ent data,

teachers require more information which is directly relevan in teaching. As a

consequence, the content and set -up of.the evaluations may be altered to

realize a better diagnostic/instructional link. Working` on the basis of a plan

may trigger thipking aboue teaching practices, Mutual adjustments and a

clearer way of consultation.

Using.a more carefully planned approach forces the teacher and the staff to a

regular reflexien on their actions. In this way,'experiences about the effects

of actions in ce/=taip situations are won in a more systematic way than before,

which is a way of making teachers tore professional. Based on an IEP coordina-
..

tion of the assistence of he members of the team (teacher, remedial teacher,

(para)medical staf, etc. an be maximized. Finally, the IEP enables quicker
4

and,more structured meetings about pupil progress.

7t The experiences gained in the planningof teaching will lead to an

understanding of which teaching strategies are feasible and will succeed in

their school,: This will have immediate consequences for the admission policy

of -the -schobl,



and following from that, for.the type of pupi hat will be\admitted/IT I

schools show a clearer profile in the matter cA teaching strategies, this

Could be the starting g4pOint for trther thoughts on anew classification of
t. .

.
schooltypes. ..

.

The chegeswhich have been discussed above, should.ultimately result in La-.

proving the quality of education, and with that in improving the pup \ls' pro-

gress.gress. This might in due course, become evident from an increasing numb r of ,

pupils who are placed back in regular education and from the realisation of

intermediate forms between regular and special education.

4. SUMMARY

itk

In the preceedi'hg, we saw that regular and special education a?etwo educatio-

nal'systems which operatl fairly independent. In the current educational inno-

vations, the intention has been voiced that more cooperative forms should be

created, but we can only conclude that the innovations in special and regular

education put a much greater emphasii on improving the actual instruction. In

regular education through further individualisation and differentiation; in

special education through adoptibg a more plan-based method of working.

In the innovation of special education the IEP plays a centrayartz

Two stages can be distinguished in the IEP: the, drawing up of a starting plan

(initial planning) and teaching on the basis, of the plan and with feed- back .

Cowards the. plan (plan-based teaching).
t

In terms of Lerner's subdivision of the IEP: the second step in the IEP stages

and the cyclic version of the stages beyond the IEP (Lerner, 1980).

Assessment activities aimed referral and placement decisions are not coun-

ted as part of the IE,K..belonging more to the basic information.

In the Dutch view. on working with IEP'sthe emphasis is put on the working
4

according to plan in teaching, and not on fhe IEP-document itself. `

All the aspects of the teacher's actions are counted, as the content of the

up. The overlap with the IEP under,Public Iaw 94 -142 Linlyconsigts of the

items annual goals, short term objectivesand evaluation criteria and procedu-

r s.

he objective of the innovation process is the introduction of IEP's in spe-

cial education, while, at the same time, the IEP is a means ,to_bring abbuta

number of other changes.

Meanwhile, dole- fifst experienbes in working with IEP's in Dutch special educe-
,



tion date from a few7ears ago. 19 1981 a national investigation was carried,
_ .

out into the state of affairs in this,field (Fiji; 1981).

5. RESEARCH

5.1. OBJECT AND OUTLINE

The object of this itudyi is to examine.the question of whether and how tea .1

chers draw up plans for teaching their pupils, and if they doe what the con

tent of these plans is.
1

Regarding the potential nning contents, a' restriction has
.
been made to the

I

actions of the ` r which are related to instruction. In this the emphasis

has.been laid on teaching procedures Within well known, wellOrganized sub-
-,.

jects, such as readidg, arithmetic and language. Further, this project mainly

devotes attention to the initial plannin

\

g (comparable to drawing up the legal

ly compulsory IEP; in the United St tes), whereas what wd have called working

according to plan, will only be distussed in di ressions.

The project, then, has as its objects the very first stages in working with

IEP's and the most easily planned ions of eachers (the teaching of rea

ding, arithmetic and language)..

From the formulation of the object of\I this. study;.it has already become clear

that we are both interested in the question of what is planned and in the
) .

questidn of how it is planned.

VThe question of what is planned refers 0- he contents of the IEP, that is,

which elements of the instructionrelate actions are included in the plan

ning. In analysing instructional actions we used the analytic model for in

structional analysis by-Van Gelder (1979)(comparable to the work on instrik
.

tional design of Gagne & Briggs 1974) ).

The following elements will be,disti'nguished 'as the content of the IEP: educa

tional goals, teaching content, instructional approaches and learning activi

ties, teaching materials, evaluation and organisation.

The estion of how something is planned is related to the-mannerin which

teach do their panning. In analysing the planning process, we used studies

of teachers' planning behaviour (see, among others, Yinger, 1978).

As a result, we will pay attention to t ithe following aspects in our study:
450.



- the available information, - the re *ons for planning, - the planning0
procedure, the information used, and the adjustment of tie planning. It will -

be be clear that, patjticularly in this last aspect',, the adjustment of the
Ar

planning, we are moving.awaifrom initial p/anning towards working according
' -..to plan.

,

notcollecting the dataia_croinbination of an interview and a survey was used.

In the interview, 84 teachers-were asked about their, concrete plans fOronew7

ly-admitted pupils (already their class) ('newly- admitted' is here used in

the sense of haying been, at.their schoorfor 3 to 6 months).

From the survey conducted among 250 head teachers and 250 ordinary teachers we

gained an unders [ding of a number-of general (not pupil-specific) aspects

connected with w rking with IEP's in their schools The saMple,(of head tea-.

, -

chers and ordinary teachers) was drawn from 12 different schooltypes.

The schools for mentally handicapped pupils were notincluded in this study

because of the emphasis we put on reading, arithmetic and writing, and some of

the smaller schooltypes had to be left out.

5.2. RESULTS

In the presentation of the outcome of this project we won't pay attention to

the different schooltypes, the differences between head teachers and ordinary

teachers or the survey and the interview.

We will integrate all the information into the following themes:

the availableinformation, - the reaions for planning, the planning

procedure. the information used, the contents of the planning and - the

adjustment of the planning.

\
, AThe information available

When teachers 'draw up an'TEP, it is ,important that they make the best possibleC

use of the information available on.a certain pupil. Depending on the situa7

tion, this information may consist of the data from'the entrances test, data

from the previous school, .data from the obgervation period, etc.'

From our project it became evident that practically all teachers are broadly

informed concerning_the information available on the pupil. The problems the

eli-p pil experienced at the previous school tactually the reason.for referral)

e known to all. 85 per cent of the teachers knows the substanceof the psy-0

-9-
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.choPlogical,and educational/instructional parts of the entrance test: 35 per

- centscarrull us .the exact conclusions, 50 per cent eap reproduce the gist, 15

per cent of the teachers do not know the results of the entrance test. They

findings, of .the medical...land/or paramedical parts are well-known to practically

''all teachers. Teacher's get their information. from the fileAnd from the heads

of their schools. Teachers arerarely involved Unly in'20 per cent of the

cases) in the actual collection of "the information (adminiateringsThe entrance.

test).

The reasons for planning.
r

,

When the'new pupil enters the- classi.a planning can be made'in.which a broad

outline is given.of the instruction for the next periode. In our project we
-asked teachers what their reasons were for drawing up a Tlan.or refraining'

/

Ho,

L
from'this during this period (0 to 3 months atter placeMent).,A lot of'the

non-planning schools think drawing up a plan. during the .firstthree'months is

premature: they want to get to know thechjild,..pr they think a first stage, of '

familiarisation, rest and,security is needed'. Planning, if necessary, can al -i -

ways be done later.',

Tftse schools. which do p a plan before three' month's have passed, give,
Ls,

the following reasons for this:

1.)cupil-centered reasons Ube pupil can work towards a goal; his develop

can be made more systematiC; a more adequate reaction to the pupil'

problems is possible);.

2. teacher- centered reasons .(the plan gives the teacher something

by and is a goal he can aim at);

3. reasons centering on the functioning.of the school (the plan makes

it possible,tc work topards a goal more efficiently; the evaluation

of the pupil's progress isgiven a firmer basis).
A

to go

PladniAg procedure

A total of 64 per cent of the teacher& discusses drawing up the teaching pro=

gramme for the new pupil with.pthers:
!.,

Especially'the head teacher, 'the colleagues and, theTtychologist articipate

in thip discussion..A separgkg p)an-is made for_each indlvidUalpupitin'40.

pdr centiof the sehoolt and.4 equal.proportion.onfY.draWs up a plan when the

need arises. TkiS.is mostly in the case" of pupils having serious diffiCulties.
.

TwentY per cent of the schools oply,plansjor groups and assign& thenew:pup11!
. ..r

L.

,

.

. , ,to

- 10 -12
a.
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one of these. groups. Taken altogether, this means that, half the schools,

the plannidg do:es not take the shape of separate plans drawn up for individual

pupils.

As far as the registration of the plans is concerned, this study shows that
.

approxim4tely 50 Tier cent of the plans.ii put down in (writing.

..In 70 per.eent of the schools-the:points of time at which plans are made for

the instruction of the pupil; is about 2 to 3 months after admission;

peg cent ofthe schools draw up plans immediately after admission.The fact

that..'s relative.ly'greatnUmber of schools claim tp plan only after some time

has;elapsed, can
0
10 understood when looking once again at the reasons given by

anumber of schools for refraining.frommaking plans during the initial 0

.stages. These.schools have the opinion that they should get to know the child

before'a plan can be drawn up. Ih this connection wecan also point at the

sMaIl'number of schools which obtain information fromthe entrance test which,

can ke of practical use in teaching. In such cases a first exploratory stage
-

is-necessary in class: the entrance test is found to be an insufficient basis

for .further action.

Thg information used
.

It.hasobeen*discussed above to what extent teachers know of the information

available on the new pupil.. In our project it has also been examined1which

data wer actually used for drawing' Ot. the teaching programme of the new pu
pi . aturally,(also information with lb immediate reference to the pupil

IP
(such as the characteristics o) he class, the availability of teaching

materials, etc.) may be of importance. From our project it has become clear

that especially the; information on 'the 13.4i1 is used in determining the

instructional prOgramme. The relOant data are taken from the entrance test

(especially from the educational/instructional part), from the information

provided by thepreVious sdpool and,from observational data concerning

behaviour, concentration, aggression, etc. Data from the medical and

paramedical parts of thetentrance test and the past history of the child play

a minor part in determining' the inseructional programme. It should be noted

Chat about 20 per cent of the teachers collect their ; own information on their

pupils and do not,use.the data from the 40trance test.

A tbtal of 50 per cent of the:teachers informed us that in determining a tea

,bhing programme, the class in-which-the new pupil will be placed, is also ta

1



kenj.nto'account- The host important tactor in this is the level at which the

_group is taught, or rather, the different.stteams,within a.class.:Also connec--,

ted with this is the fact that some teachers'employ clasg teaching for some
°

subjects.TheeducatiOnal.,programme of the te subjects is determthed in adman-
-.

ce, for'tQ whole group, including of course the new pupil. A third group of

considerations up.;,with the
*

group's socio-emotional character/

behaviour. In a number of cases this will affect the instruction of the new

pupil's'ingtrucaan.

The nature of the pupillA probl-ems/handicaps,may/Oe involve a total or partial

lack of materials as fas as educational appliances are concerned. Thig lack

might be a reason to organise the instruction of the pupil concerned along

'different lines. However, the availability of materials normally 'does not play

a part in determining a teaching programme. In general enough material is

available.

About 45 per cent of the schools considers Lhe following tacLors imporLant

impediments' in school. organisation, which make it more difficult to plan tea-

ching: lack of time''(for instance because of meetings), restrictions in space,

therapies and physical rehabi1.itation programthes.

The content of the plan

As a possible content Of the IEP we have mentioned before the educational

goals, the teaching content, the instructional approaches and learning activi-

ties, teaching materials, evaluation and organisation.-In.our study we made an

inventory of which elements of each of these aspects had been included in the

planning.

Educational goals

Educational goals provide us with an answer to the question of what the in-

struction intends to.achieve in thd pupils. In the formulation of the goal .a

statement is made concerning the intended change in pupil characteristics and

behaviour. A total of about 45 per cent of the teachers lays down educational

goals for their pupils within a few manths after the pupils'placement in

class. hese educational goals are mainly concerned with the academic subjects

reading, arithmetic and language. In the answers to the question of which edu-

cational goals were used, seldom real goal descriptions were given. Generally,

only the subject is mentioned in relation with which a goal has a certain mea-

ning, Concretel r formulated goals (suet) as jump over ten in arithmetic and
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auditory Onthesis in reading) were encountered very rarely..The time within

which educational goals have to be realized,,varies-grea4y..It varies from

two weeks at one extreme to two years on the other, with a modus of 3 to 6

months. Half of the schools which lay down.eduamgional goals, do not fix a

time.

, Teaching content

The teaching content is one of the means to effectuate the set goal. When

choosing a teaChinglicontent a subject matter ia-Aetermined, A subject mattere
on which the intended form of behaviour, formulated in the goal, is practiced.

A great deal of the subject matter which has to be taught, is accessible in

the form of teaching programmes and courses. GenerAlly, these also give a se

. quence of the teaching content. Theiluestion of whether any attention was pilid

to the planning of the teaching content, was answered in the affirmative 135.,

'many schools (70 per cent). The answers to the next question of t e interv.iew,

asking what these teaching contents were, however, showed a v y different ''
- .."

picture indeed. A vast majority of the teachers mentions t e academic subjects

reading, arithmetic and languages as the teaching contents. A mere 13 per Int

of the teachers gives real examples of planned teaching contents, (such .a8)

mathematical operations with numbers under 20, reading CVC words,°eic). Our:

Alression is that the' decision to teach a-certain academic subject determ e s

the urse, and that the course determines the actual subject matter taught.

This is stressed once mor4 in the answers to the question of whether a
. .

-sequence was determined in the teaching fontent. 45 per cent of the teachers

who plan their teaching content referred toithe sequence of the course book

used in their school. The answers to the question concerning the point in'Itime

'at which teaching contents have to be taught, are similar to the answersgiven

when asked about the point in time at which educational goals should be
.,'

effectutted. It may be assumed teachers when about long or

+it

shortterm goals, are really referring to a certain'section of the coursebook

from which they are'teaChing, and on which a certain amount of time is spent.

Instructional approaches and learning activities.

The term 'instructional approachesl.refers to the teacher's actual classroom

activities. A distinction can be made in lecture forms, discussion forma and

assignment forms. These types of teachers activities have as their objective .
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certain types of pupil behaviour in learning. Therefore, pupil's-learning ac/
ls

.tivi,tiess,are considered complementary to instructional approaches. As a result

of the initial planning, 61 per cent, of the teachers have made-a decision as
k

to the presentation of their instruction ald as to the intended learning acti
,

vitiesz-On closer inspection, it becomes clear that teadhers: often mention

instructionalapproaches, but rarely Tay any attention to learning activities.

Of the. forms of instructional approaches attention is mainly paid to'discus--
.

sign and assignment forms.

Teiching materials

69 per cent,of the teachers pays some attention to the planning of teaching

materials on,-or shortly after the arrival of a newpupil in class. Nearly all

the schools mention courses or Course books on the subjects: reading,

arithmetic, language and writing. Occasionally mentioned are also materials

mainly for the benefit of the instruction in arithmetic: sriderule, abacug%

blocks, etc.

Evaluation

On the arrival of a pupil in a class or group,- 81 per cent of the teachers

makes a dedision on the evaluation of the instruction to the pupil. In 63 per

cent of the schools, this evaluation is at least concerned with all subjects

taught, while 37 per cent of the schools also wishes to evaluate the pupil's

overall functioning, i.e. behaviour, working attitude, motivation, etc. As the

goal of the evaluation of pupils the teachers mention the assessment of

instructional progress, the planning of a further policy, the mutual exchange

of information and the discussion of educational strategies. Simultaneously

with the planning of the pupil evaluation, its frequency is determined. 35 per

cent of the schools evaluate pupils with a frequency of once in every 2 or 3

months, and .22 per cent with a frequency of once in every 4 to 6 months. A

quarter of the schools only evaluate pupils after problems have been risen.

Organization

When the instruction is actually carried into effect, the help of others may

be required. When this is the case, a number of situations can be distin

guished:

1. another person carries out part of the teaching,.for instance .to make pos

sible the realisation of individual and/or differentiated teaching:



2.Ltasks connected with the development or adjustment of new teaching mate

rials are shared by several members of the staff;

3. other members of staff can collect additional information (through research

Cdr applying for information), on the basis of which the instruction of the

new pupil can be shaped;

4. in those situations in which, in addition to teaching, therapies are .given

which interfere with teaching, a mutual consultation on a regular basis is

necessary. 1

One or more of these possibilities of making arrangements with others before

starting the teaching programme were taken into consideration in 58 per cent

of the schools. Especially the situations described under point 1 and 4 are

important. A planned request for outside help is rare when developing new

materials or when obtaining extra informatibn.

So far the discussion of th

t
content of the IEP.

'The percentages which wereiven in the discussion of the various planning

contents range from 45kto'81 per cent. This dbes not imply that 19 per cent of

the interviewed schools does not do any planning at all. Only one school out

of 84 does not plan anything at all in the initial' stages. Eight schools (10X)

include ofie aspect in their considerations, ten schools (12%) include two in

their planning. The remaining 65 schools (77%), therefore, plan at least three0

of the planning aspects mentioned above. The results of this part of our pro
,:ject show that practically every school does some planning: only in some cases

this planning'is of limited scope and in iltet cases not very detailed.

Adjustment of planning

In the preceeding, teacher's planning caused by the entry of a new pupil in

their class, is given major attention in this report. Teachers who have a new

pupil in their class, will start teaching this pupil, if necessary after a

period of familiarisation and further observation. At agiven moment it will

almost certainly become clear that their instruction needs adjustments. In

this paper we will pax attention to the evaluatiOn and adjustments of the

instruction, and their consequences for the planning. With 'adjustments' we

refer to those activities which become necessary as soon as educational

experiences make it clear that what is taught and what has been-planned should

be changed.

Teachers have different ways of keeping track'of their pupils' progress (gi

ving oral assignments in class, correcting written work, tests, observation of

a pupil at work, etc.). When, adjustments of the instruction are required on

1



the basis'f the everyday assessment of a pupil's progress, in-two-thirds of
.

the cases this is discussed with those directly involved (head teacher, class
/ .

assistant, remedial teacher).. Teachers show a considerable consensus (88%) in

their assumption that the everyday assessment of progress is a form.of evalua-

tion that gives them immediate suppOrt in.teaching. This'immediate support

consists of things like keeping records of pupil's progress; an early recogni-.
.

.......4..

Lion of problemi,.observing the-pupil's learning strategies, a fast. feedback'.

of the seLected methods and - 45% -. the adjustment of the plans.

In order.t
?
get an impreSsion of the incidence of radical'dhanges in the -

plans, based on data from the everyday assessment of pupil progress, we asked

the interviewed teachers whether it had been necessary to adjust their plans. --

More than one-fifth of the teachers had found a radical change in their

instruction necessary within 6 moiithp. Since these changes in instruction were

profound, the expectation would see
J
m justified that the changes entailed

consequences for the originally made plans. However, only one school gave a

fairly concrete account of what had been.changed in their planning. We cannot

ti 2but conclude that schools do not incorporate the adjustments' made on the oasls

of the everyday assessment of the pupil's progress into their plans.

.Nor do the regularly planned evaluations lead to changes in the IEP..
.

Seve41 things were mentioned as an answer to the open-ended question about

the goal of those evaluatiOnssuch as recognizing r)roblems, recokding the

pupil's progiess,. the judging of academic achievement and others, but the ad-

justment of the planning was not even mentionedionce.

So much for the presentation of the gathered information. So far, we have not

takefif the IEP to be a formal plan with.a definite content, but rather, as a

special way of working in education: namely working according to plan:,If no-

thing particular is required of the IEP, it would seem that Dutch teachers in

special education are already workipg with.IEP's on a fairly regular basis:

nearly every school, drawn up within three months of the pupil's arrival, 80%

plans in at least three aspects, etc. If, however, we want the IEP to meet

certain requirements, such as having been put down in writing, applicable to

all the pupils, with at least three fairly detailed descriptions of the former

mentioned planning aspects, a mere 5 to 10% of the schoo,ls can meet these

requirements. Or, putting it more bluntly, it is only common usage in 5 - 10%

of the schools to drawup an IEP for the most easily planned aspects
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of teacher activitiesiinstruction in academic subjects). cYn even less

schools, the IEP plays a role of some importance in teaching after its first

drafting, let alone that working with IEP's should have any of the intented

additional effects (a different content of the entrance test, a more

systematic approach, learning from the acquired experiences, more pupils re-

ferred back to regular education, etc.).

Discussion

The conclusion is justified that it-is a far from simple task for teachers to

make and use IEP. For some part the reasons will be due to: - insufficient
\

schooling of teachers, the, as yet, limitedexperiendes in drawi g u and

workifig with an.IEP, - ge teachers' hesitations in connection with the admi-

,nistrative ado, the as yet imperfect coIlaboratiop between all the Persons

concerned, etc. The American literature on the IEP-process mentions a number.

of similar problems: Tymitz (1980).on teacher training; Thies and UiTei.

(1981), Quinn (1982), Fuchs (1981) on'the time lOst in paperwork; Alper

(1978), Goldstein '(1980Y and Nevin (1981) -on the prOblems involved in

cooper tion.'Nevertheless, this ;explanation would seem to.be inconclusive. It

is ques ionable whether the priatiple behind IEP is not far too Optimistic.

When di-a ing up an IEP, the diagnostic data available on the pupil are used as

the basis of the plan.- The plan rests* the possibility of.deducing

educational consequences from the diagnostic data.

Far we have assessment data on the pupil, and.in the. IEP we want to deter-

mine the goalsand methods of education.,This is by no means a new "procedUre...

It has been known for a long time under the, name of diagnostid-Orescriptive

teaching. This model, and especially the use made of it'in education, have..

been Aubject to severe criticism. (Ewing-'& Brecht, 1977; SalVia & IJsseldykel

1978; Arter & Jenkins, 1979). FremEhese-criticisms.it tan:be understood that

we may be able to base some instructional consequences on assessment data in

some subfields, but that, in genral, our'Oresent stateopf knowledge of
.

ping problems does not admit this. This is ala4,reflected in the teachers'

problems: - they are having difficulty in making'a significant use of didgtos-'

tic data (also see Dickson & Coster, 1981) and in formulating goals (also see.

Tymitz, 1980; Reisman & Macy, 1981; Sabatino, 1981). ,

The consequences Of all this are that, beside the assessment data, the intui-

tion and experience of its makers play a considerable part .in drawing up the

initial IEP. The weak basis of the plan urges for frequent evaluation

.1
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of the effects of the planned instruction: it will certainly be necessary to

have an evaluation mere than once a year.

This leads us to the second stagt of the IEP'the plan-based teaching. The

teacher regularly establishes whether the goals and methods in the plan-based

teaching still lead to the desired results. Naturally it'rema is true that

data from evaluations can by no means dirictly be translated int

nal conclusions. . y

This, too, is diagnostic-prescriptive tesAingN.e.rd", trio, we will have to

drop the pretence of a rational determInation'of teaching prOgrammes..

What then, is the use of IEP's?. The advantage of working with IEP's is that

the instruction can be systematized. Teachers lay down what their teaching .

programme is going to be, they can make sounder evaluations, they will be able

to adjust their teaching moreccfbickly and in a more wdil-considered manner,

st'ructio-

they can learn more from their own experiencds, they find it easier to coope-

raterate with others and to repor on their pupils.

(t

To conclude: Efforts to draw up IEP's in which the analysis of the pupil's

learning problems determines the choice of the educational 4 is and methods

is, considering the state of the art, not realistic. The IEP as a method to

systematize instruction can, in the short run, lead to an improvement in edu-

cation.
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